Summer Camp 2018 – Week 5 Newsletter

Be CREATIVE, be CONFIDENT, learn how to use original ideas and explore how creativity can
produce confidence and how confidence can create further creativity.
Week 5 was all about the elements of leadership and how we can build these into our daily life as we look
at creative angles on how to tackle different kinds of problems.

Collaboration creates synergy (1+1=3) was a big focus for us this week as we wanted to
clearly identify the importance of collaboration in all areas of our life. Working together and understanding
and accepting differences creates something special that not one of us can do alone! Set goals, be positive,
think creatively to solve problems along the way, work well with others; this was our lesson this week.

Art of the World
At all ages, drawing or painting can be
challenging and frustrating. This week we
emphasized creativity and confidence by
understanding that each creation is unique
and that our “ Koinobori” (Fish painting
activity from Japan) can have different eyes
and scales, or our Nón lá (Vietnamese Straw
hat activity) can have different colors, and that they are all beautiful. It often starts with ”I can’t “ and ends
with a smile as children realize that they actually can!
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Apple Crumble & Vegetarian Pie
This week our students learned how to make apple crumble.
Most of the students love apple and they were excited to use
apples to make a delicious desert. The combination of apples and cinnamon was a surprising mix for many
students. We mixed oatmeal, flour, butter, cinnamon and other ingredients to make the crumble for the top
of the desert cake. After it was baked, the apple was soft on the bottom and the crumble crunchy on the top;
those combined created a very delicious treat!
For our savory dish, we made Vegetarian Pies. First, we learned how to make the dough for the pastry topping
of the pie. Although the pastry is for a savory dish, students also learned that it could be used instead of the
crumble in their apple crumble. Many students didn’t like the idea of using broccoli in their pies, but after
tasting they are beginning to change their mind about using vegetables in different dishes. That is the reason
this week we used broccoli and other vegetables,
then combined with coconut milk instead of cooking
cream so we created a healthy yet very delicious dish
that was enjoyed by all.
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Many fun activities incorporating some of our
favorite Improv games & exercises all relating to
building confidence. Even those new to summer
camp this week were happy to join in as it was
uplifting and fun for all!
We also practiced our musical and arts
performances which will be presented to parents
on the last Friday of summer camp. Very
impressive and professional attitude was
displayed by the children this week as they took
on their role! Here is the link to the Einstein 1-2
groups (4 – 5 years old) song that you may wish
to practice with your child this week at home:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUHZsEtJXdk&feature=share
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Join us at 2pm, Friday 27th July to see
your children perform at ISHCMC!
Invitations will be sent to parents
from your children on Monday
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Sports & Teambuilding:
World Cup Soccer
To celebrate France’s victory on
Sunday we held our own mini World
Cup this week, with teams picking the
country they would represent. There
were some closely fought matches and
some world class skills on display
throughout the week.
In teambuilding, the leaking pipe and the balance board both required leadership & coordination on the
part of the students and they passed the team building tests with flying colors!

Einstein 2 & 3 – New week, new friends and loads of fun - this week we all joined summer camp as new
members and have spent the week doing many fun activities and making new friends. The class was filled
with energetic, kind and respectful students who knew how to have fun together. We started the week off
baking very tasty apple crumble. The hardest part was saving some for everyone at home because they
were so delicious! We have also done some origami activities and played new games like Stop the Bus. All
of these have helped us to learn more about leadership, being

creative & having

confidence.
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Einstein 4 has had another
great week working hard on
their weekly project:

Confidence &
Creativity. They created
some incredible skits,
props, and inventions and had a great time doing it! They
have also
enjoyed the
soccer field as
they paired-off
into different
world cup
countries while
facing the other
Einstein groups.
It's been
another excellent week for sure!
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Einstein 1 tackled this week with confidence

and enthusiasm! The students have approached

leadership with open-minds and focused on the qualities that make a good leader. We are very proud
of the contributions that the students have made during these discussions, expressing that

a leader is

respectful, kind, a good listener and helpful!

At this age expressing needs and wants
constructively can be tricky for young learners. This can often lead to arguments during games. As a result,
Einstein 1 was given the opportunity to explore the differences between a leader and a “bossy” person, whilst
drawing insight from their own experiences. We hope that this will help young children to assess their role
and behavior during games with their friends. Students were encouraged to build and extend their

creativity through synergy

during their projects. We were amazed by the artwork they
produced during these activities. This week Einstein 1 focused on building their self-esteem and confidence
through activities that acknowledge their strengths and evaluate their self-image. We hope that these lessons
will remind Einstein 1 about how unique and special they are."
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Da Vinci 1 & 2 This week, Da Vinci students learned about collaboration and creativity through a video
project. Using "green screen" technology, students brought their imagination to life, taking us along for the
ride. Students developed digital literacy skills by learning how to edit the videos using I Movie.
In this week's "Shaping the Future" theme, students learned how to strike the right balance between
technology and getting outside. To balance out the screen time, we also had a group gardening project to
encourage our students to connect with environmental activities which contribute to wellbeing for all as well
as the environment.
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